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Safe Canning Strategy
The Safe Canning Strategy provides the framework to enhance community safety through:
•
•

Ongoing consultation with our community and key stakeholders, to inform decisions about community safety
priorities.
Implementing initiatives and programs to prevent and reduce crime.

This is achieved through the ongoing review and delivery of the Implementation Action Plan (IAP). Feedback gathered
through the 2021 Community Safety Survey, together with analysis of crime and emerging crime trends confirms IAP
deliverables remain on track to align with community concerns and priorities.
For the purposes of reporting and management, the various elements of community safety and priority actions within
the IAP have been grouped within three broad categories, namely;

o

Provide education and awareness that empowers people to actively contribute to a
safer community.

o

Create, design, and maintain public places in order to enhance perceptions of safety
and reduce opportunistic crime.

o Foster and maintain partnerships, both formal and informal, to work together to
deliver community safety outcomes.

Safe Canning Strategy Cycle
Consult
Consultation builds on previous Community Safety Surveys and provides a
platform to seek ongoing community feedback and input.
Prioritise
Setting of priority actions is determined through ongoing consultation with
our community and key stakeholders regarding perceptions of safety.
Implement
Identified actions are assigned to one or more of the core focus areas (People,
Place, Partnerships) within the IAP, which can be viewed here.
Report
Regular reporting of community safety outcomes and successes will be
promoted to the broader community through a range of communication
platforms and mediums.
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Consultation Overview
The 2021 Community Safety Survey builds on previous work
conducted to ensure safety concerns and changes in local crime
trends are effectively captured and considered within the IAP
review process.
Annual consultation aligns with October Community Safety
Month activities with the theme of ‘Let’s talk Community Safety!’
The survey comprised of two parts:
•
•

Part 1 sought feedback from residents, visitors,
students and workers within the City
Part 2 sought feedback from Canning’s local business
community.

The Survey opened 1 October 2021, via the City’s YourSay
webpage. Hard copies were promoted at Community Safety
Month events, and available at the City’s Administration
Building, libraries, and leisure facilities. Refer Appendix 1.
The YourSay project page included a list of frequently asked
questions (FAQ’s), along with a calendar of upcoming Community
Safety Month events, which saw the Community Safety team
involved in 19 assorted pop-up events and engagements
throughout the month, including;

•
•
•
•
•
•

The series of “Coffee with” meet and greets held at several locations across the City
Community Safety talks at Herald Ave and Queens Park Senior’s Centres
Bike Safety pop-ups at Bentley “Community Feeds” and Maniana Reserve “Munch n Move”
Gone in Less Than 60 Seconds (GILT60s) promotions targeting theft from vehicles at Bentley Plaza and Canning
Vale Markets
Constable Care Road Safety engagements at Gibbs Street and Queens Park primary schools and;
Free women’s self-defense workshops which proved to be very popular, with one of the sessions attracting
over 70 registrations.

Ranger Buddy attended several events, including “Meet the Mayor” at
Riverton Forum and community safety pop ups at the Kent Street Weir. Ranger
Buddy provides a great way to break down barriers and improve engagement
within the community, particularly with our culturally and linguistically diverse
residents.
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Survey Participation
The survey closed 31 October 2021, receiving a total of 615 webpage
visits and 308 completed submissions:
•

Survey Submissions
350

Part 1 (resident, workers, students & visitors)
= 282 online submissions and 20 hard copies
Part 2 (business)
= 14 online submissions (9 of these also completed Part 1)
and 1 hard copy

300

Overall, this response represents a 60% increase (116) since the 2016
Community Safety Survey, and a slight decrease of 10% (35) from 2020.
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As the Survey is now being conducted more frequently (annually
instead of the previous four-year cycle), the slight decrease this year
was anticipated.
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Promotion
The survey was promoted through the City’s social media channels (Facebook and Instagram), with a combined reach
of 10,533.
The City of Canning external e-newsletter was used to further promote survey participation with an email reach of
more than 30,000.
Additionally, the survey was promoted on the City’s four external LED screens at Whaleback Golf Course, Riverton
Leisureplex, and Cannington Leisureplex.

Community Engagement
Community Safety Month events played an important part in
reaching out to our community, to ensure participation and
representation of all community members.
In addition to social media, the YourSay page displayed a
timeline detailing event dates, times, and locations. Details
were also posted at the City’s libraries, City’s Administration
Building, and shared via internal communications to relevant
stakeholders to share with their networks.
Whilst promotion for Community Safety Month events were
competing with several other City events/initiatives
throughout October, the avenues used to promote the online
survey link were effective, given the volume of online
responses received.
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Opportunities for Improvement
Whilst attendance was steady at most events, opportunities for
improvement were identified, particularly regarding library
engagements. Lower attendance rate at these events may have
occurred because of the timing (end of school holidays/time of day).
Due to competing priorities and operational demands, including COVID
duties, Police attendance at City events was also impacted.
Improving community awareness, education and engagement is a
priority action of the IAP, accordingly the team will continue to tailor
and refine targeted communications to improve awareness and survey
response rate moving forward.

Survey Results
Respondent Demographics
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Responses by Suburb
A comparison of responses by suburb showed Willetton, Cannington, and Riverton having the highest response rate
across both the 2020 and 2021 surveys.
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Perceptions of Safety
As mentioned, the survey was split into two parts (Residents and Business). However as both sections share similarities,
the entire sample of submissions will be discussed together.
The survey asks respondents a series of questions regarding their general feelings of safety, before drilling down into
the factors they felt influenced their perceptions of crime and safety within the City.
This year, 57% of respondents specified they felt safe or very safe living, working, studying, or visiting the City.
As shown below, 2020 response rates for safe or very safe is shown as 61%, compared with 2016 response rate of
77%. This decrease in respondents’ feelings of safety may be attributed to the significant increase in the use of social
media since 2016. Social media posts within community pages often play a role in sensationalising or generating fear
of crime, rather than being an information sharing tool for the community.
Conversely, respondents indicating they felt unsafe or very unsafe has declined since 2016.

How safe do you feel living, working or visiting the City of Canning?

9%

1%

2021

2020

2016

7% 1%

15%

7% 1%

11%

13%

13%
31%

35%

50%
62%
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Perceptions of Crime
When asked about the crime rate within the City, 49% of 2021 respondents believed the crime rate was average, 28%
regarded crime rate as high and a further 7% rated crime within the City as very high.
Perceptions of crime rates dropped throughout 2020, 19% compared with 28% ratings for both 2016 and 2021. As
media and social media play an important role in influencing perceptions of crime, this reduction could be attributed
to media attention and focus being on the pandemic as opposed to crime.

Perceptions versus Reality
Social media continues to influence crime rate perceptions, which sees the 2021 crime perception rate returning to
the 2016 pre covid rate of (28%) despite WA Police statistics for all reported crime showing a consistent decline.
Crime data is based on reported crime; however, many people are using Facebook or other social mediums to post
incidents of crime, rather than reporting crime through appropriate channels; namely WA Police and Crimestoppers.
Promoting reporting of crime and the correct reporting channels will be a key focus of the IAP moving forward.
I believe the crime rate in the City of Canning is:

2016

2020

3%1%
23%

2021
7% 1%

1%4%

19%

15%

23%

28%

28%

45%

50%

49%

Informing the IAP
To capture emerging safety concerns and to inform the review of the IAP actions, respondents were asked questions
relating to:
•
•
•

Which crimes they feared most
Which crimes they thought most occurred.
Rate factors considered to impact on their feelings of safety

Responses were compared with 2020 and 2016 survey results, to map any changes in community perceptions over
the five-year period. Results were then compared against actual crime data. For more detail refer Appendix 2
It should be noted that in November 2021 a separate Markyt Community Survey was conducted to determine
Community priorities, Council performance and inform the draft Strategic Community Plan.
(‘Future Canning - Our Community Plan’).
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Community Safety Resources and Services Awareness
The City of Canning provides a range of resources and services, whilst also supporting and
promoting external programs delivered by key stakeholders such as WA Police and
Neighbourhood Watch Australasia.
Responses relating to awareness for external programs, services, or resources were :
•
•

86.1% (264) of survey responses indicated awareness of CrimeStoppers WA.
73.8% (226) of respondents indicated awareness of the Neighbourhood Watch
program.

Responses regarding awareness of City of Canning programs, services and resources are
shown as follows:
•
•

54% (163) of participants were not aware of any of the services listed.
46% (145) participants had some knowledge of City-wide programs that broadly target community safety,
however further promotion is needed to raise awareness for programs such as RCSS Holiday Watch Service,
Safer Homes Security Checklist and the Ranger Buddy Community Safety Program.
Current IAP action

PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CITY OF
CANNING RESOURCES AND SERVICES YOU'RE AWARE OF:
9%

None of the above

9%

City of Canning in Focus E-Newsletter

40%
11%

Be Safe & Save' Security Incentive
Scheme
Ranger Buddy Community Safety
Program
Safer Homes Security Checklist

12%
RCSS Holiday Watch Service

19%

Respondents were also asked if they felt well informed about available community safety information and resources,
of which 60% (181) indicated they did not feel well informed.
Wider promotion and education are required to raise awareness and promote City services and resources. Improving
awareness and distribution of targeted resources is a priority the Safe Communities team is currently working towards
as part of the IAP action plan.
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Our Local Business Community
Part 2 of the survey sought feedback from Canning’s
business community regarding their experiences
with crime.
Of these respondents, 80% said they had not been
targeted by crime. The remaining 20% indicated their
business had been targeted by crime within the past
two (2) years.
Property damage being the most common crime
reported.
Businesses affected by crime were also asked if the
incident was reported and, if so, who it was reported
to.
All respondents indicated they had reported the
crime to WA Police (131 444) or Police Emergency
(000).

This year, businesses contributed to 4.8% of overall Community Safety survey submissions. Whilst this represents a
slight increase from last year’s survey, further engagement with the business sector is needed to better gauge their
perceptions of safety and awareness of available resources.
This was flagged in the 2020 Community Safety Survey
as an identified priority for the IAP. To better support
businesses and raise awareness of available safety and
security measures, the Safe Communities team have
been working towards the development and distribution
of targeted resources such as the Community Safety and
Security Guide for Businesses.
This comprehensive guide contains important
information, handy hints, and resources to improve the
overall safety and security of businesses within the City.
The guide will be available in both digital and hard copy
early 2022, introducing a great opportunity for
engagement with the local business community.
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Ranger and Community Safety Services
To gauge awareness and rate satisfaction of the City’s Ranger and Community Safety Service (RCSS), this year’s survey
included three questions relating to the City’s RCSS team.
Participants were firstly asked if they are aware of the RCSS service, to which 64% (192) responded with yes.
42% of participants stated that they were satisfied or very satisfied with the service. However, the most common
response was neutral (46%), this may be due to participants not being aware of the service, yet still rating how satisfied
they were, which indicates that additional promotion is needed to raise the profile of the service. A further 8% were
dissatisfied, and 4% were very dissatisfied with the service.

Feedback and Comments
Question three provided free hand text which sought feedback and comment regarding the service.
Overall, the response was relatively positive, with several comments commending the RCSS for their ongoing efforts
to keep the City safe.

Other comments and feedback received in relation to the RCSS, related to accessibility, availability, and lack of
awareness of the service and its function.
This further supports the need to increase promotion of the service to raise awareness. This is an existing IAP action
and a high priority moving forward.
View the Strategy and IAP below:
Safe Canning Strategy
Safe Canning Strategy Implementation Action Plan (IAP)
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Summary
Ongoing consultation provides opportunity to gain insight into community
safety priorities as seen from the community’s perspective. Enabling
community safety initiatives and priorities to be regularly assessed to ensure
IAP actions remain relevant and on track in meeting community concerns.
As with the outcomes from the 2020 survey, priority issues for the
community relate primarily to the following key issues which have been
included as priority actions in the IAP:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road safety measures and hooning
Illegal dumping
Lighting and CCTV
Anti-social behaviour
Lack of education on safety in the home, and
Greater promotion and distribution of targeted community safety resources and services

Considerations Moving Forward
Continuing efforts to increase awareness of safety and security and participation of the annual community safety
survey within our Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) communities remain another key consideration moving
forward.
The content of this year’s survey was simplified through the removal of jargon and colloquiums, in an effort to include
our harder to reach communities. However, responses to the 2021 Community Safety Survey from CALD communities
was marginal at only 5.5%.
Moving forward, we will continue to refine our communications, along with utilising key distribution points within
CALD communities to promote and increase targeted community safety messaging.
Overall, 31% of respondents selected WA Police Crime Statistics were used to inform their perceptions of crime and
community safety. This indicates additional promotion of WA Police information and statistics is required in future,
including easy access to reporting lines and links to raise awareness in this space.
Delivering the IAP priority action ‘Improving personal safety and security’ sees the team set to release two great
community safety resources early next year.
•
•

Safety and Security Guide for Businesses - launch and distribution scheduled for February 2022.
Community Safety Handbook (second edition) - popular resource includes a broad range of safety and security
advice such as road safety, cyber and social media safety, fire safety in and around your home.
Launch and distribution April 2021

Ongoing consultation
If you would like to raise an issue or provide a comment relating to Community Safety in Canning anytime time
throughout the year, please visit yoursaycanning.com.au/safe-communities-canning as part of our ongoing
commitment to collaboratively working towards a connected and safe community for all.
Alternatively, please contact the Safe Communities team on 1300 422 664.
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Appendix 1:
2021 Community Safety Survey
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Appendix 2:
Perceptions of safety continued
Crimes you fear most within the City?
Survey responses show the top 3 feared offences for all three surveys related to personal safety (robbery and assault)
and crimes that related theft of property (stealing). Over the past 5 years, robbery, assault, and stealing have
remained constant within the crime most feared category.

Crimes you feel most occur within the City?
When discussing which top 3 offences respondents felt most occurred within the City, responses to both the 2020 and
2021 survey showed home/business security and theft from property and vehicles as being the most prominent
(stealing, theft from vehicles, property damage). Responses to the 2016 survey were similar, apart from Hooning,
which was listed as the third highest offence considered to occur.
Slight variances are seen regarding crimes considered to most occur, with key offences considered to occur most rated
as robbery, stealing, theft, burglary, hooning and theft from motor vehicles.
Actual crime data shows a similar response, with the top offences for both 2020 and 2021 identified as stealing, fraud
and related offences and property damage. Whilst stealing, burglary and property damage were rated as the top
three crimes for 2016.
This is a great outcome as it indicates the Community’ perceptions of crime are aligned with actual crime types, and
the actions of the IAP remain valid and on track.

Factors that impact your feelings of safety within the City
In addition to identifying perceived crime priorities, respondents were asked to identify factors that impact on their
feelings of safety.

2016

2020

2021

Hoon/Speeding

73%

Lighting

69%

Lighting

71%

Hoon/Speeding

66%

Drugs/
illegal substance

71%

Anti-social
behaviour

64%

Anti-social
behaviour

76%

Time of Day

75%

Night V Day

Lighting

18

73%

The top three responses, along with the results from previous surveys reveal that anti-social behaviour, lighting, Time
of day (night vs day) hooning and/or speeding are ongoing factors which strongly influence the community’s
perceptions of safety within the City.
Drugs and substance use was rated third in the 2016 survey as a factor to impact feelings of safety, in comparison drug
and substance use as a factor impacting feelings of safety was rated as sixth in 2020 and fifth in the 2021 survey.

WA Police statistics continued
Comparison of WA Police crime data for the City of Canning, show incidents of stealing, burglary and property
damage rated as the top three crimes for 2016, with fraud and related offences listed as the fourth top crime for
this period.
The three top offences for both 2020 and 2021 were stealing, fraud and related offences and property damage.
Fraud and related offences appeared to spike in 2020 which has largely been attributed to COVID-19 and a flow on
effect of lock downs. The following table lists the number of incidents and crime trend against each offence category.

2016
Stealing
Property damage
Fraud & related
offences
Burglary

4257
1255
903

2020

2021

Stealing
4205↓
Property damage 1012↓
Fraud & related
1695↑
offences

Stealing
3889↓
Property damage 1060↑
Fraud & related
1485↓
offences

1394

For additional information and statistics please visit https://www.police.wa.gov.au/crime
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